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in Chapter 2 in this volume, the term Alcvisııı' slı,,ıı1,1 l,,.
,1 \ considered in the context of Tiırkey's modernisation proccsscs tlır< ııı1,,lı
out the twentieth century.'Alevism today refers to different etlrırorcligi< ıııs

I

s elaborated

groups, located from the Balkans to the Middle East. Discourses oır Alcvi

identity presented

in the literature afe mosdy guided by

preconcepti()ııs

reflecting an understanding ofAlevism as the religion or sociocultural reırliıy

of a victimised minority. These include the idea that Alevis have always lıecıı
August.

Zırh,B. C., andAkçınar, M. (20| 3). Derin Bir Kuyu [ )crsinı'c l] erlin'den Bakmak.
I n: Aslan, Ş., Aydın, S., and Hepkon, Z., eds, Darsiııii Pııııntez'den
Çıkartmak.
I stanbul: İ letişim. pp. 437 5.

ntroduction: An Alternative Understanding of Alevism'

subject to oppression and discrimination; yet, despite this, they managctl rıı
Preserve their beliefs and worldviews. Therefore, the Alevis have maiııtaiııt,tl

a dissident and rebellious attitude in the face of oppression,3 which lcrl

ı< ı

rThis chaPter is
a revised part of the author's MA thesis (submitted to the Departıı,ıcııı
oF Socia] Anthropology and Ethnology, Ankara University, in 2007\ , which focust,s ıııı
ethnopolitical aspects of ethnoreligious identities in Dersim. The thesis was publislıctl
bY Berfin Publications; see Gültekin (2010). The data used in this chapter were obtainccl
through fieldwork conducted in Dersinr (Tunceli) and Elazığ between November 2005
and August 2006.

'See also Dressler (2013).
3For

examples of this see

ZeI yu(1990),l(< iksal (2006) and Öz (2008).
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decades (see Gezik and Gültekin 2079, Cetin et al.

20l8,

2020). The

(

l
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politici

sation ofAlevism and Kurdishness has also increased the visibiliry of Kurdish

^ı

ı!

A] evis. I n this context, Tiınceli comes to the fore with a new Kurdish Alevi
identiry with similarities with other Alevi communities and specific oral tra

.,l

,{

ditions, sacred place Çiare) practices, religious organisations, discourses and
rituals. Nowadays, Kurdish Alevis mostly define themselves as Kurds, but
their cultural heritage features many differences from other Kurdish com
munities (Gültekin 2019, pp.36; Gezik2014, pp.1945). The purpose of
this chapter is to understand Alevism
Tirnceli where
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Alevis constitute the

majority. 'lhis approach will present an alternative picture of the relations
lıetwccır Alevi and sunni communities.

'llıc Distribution ofAlevi
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with Kurdish identity) in

relation to the Sunni population
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ıltcııllrtivc iıltcrPretatirııı,

l,ııısı,,tl ()ıü llı(, tıI ıı(| ıı( , lı,ıı.ı, | ı.ı tıl ılıt.Alcvis iır tlıe
(in
ofTlınceli
conııectirııı witlı ılıc lıisıtıı,it,ıl l,.ı..l< gırıııııel of'Dersim).
Province
The scholarship on Alevi Kurds in'liırl< cy I ııs gr< ıwıı ()vcr tlre last three

E

l
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and sunni communities in Tunceli

'| 'ııııt,cli (Dersim)
is a province where both identities are uniquely combined,
,ıııtl Kurdish Alevi (I irmancki and Kurmancisp."king)' communities consti

O

F

ıtıtc tlre nra.iority of the population. Tunceli is located in the Eastern Anatolia
ıcgitıır and surrounded by high mountains, as well as big dam lakes. I assume

critica] analysis of these views, see also Massicaıd (2013, pp. 140 50).
"'[ hc lreated debate between those who claim that kurmalıci and lirmancki are difterent
t| ialccts of Kurdish and those who hold that they are entircly diffcrent languages (Kurdish

lıd Zazaki, resPectively) continues. On one side of the dclıate stııırd those who dissociated
thcınsclves from kurdish nationalism and descıibed kırırııııcl< i aııd its various dialects as

J ı)

ü

ılıat these mountains and lakes create a kind of psychological boundary for
Alevi kurds. The Munzur Mountains cover its westefn and northern borders,
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Zaz.aki, wheıeas the other side is mainly comprised of ccrtaiıı liırcigrı linguists with their
own

ılıcses. For souI ces supporting each view, see Bulut (2002), I (t.slıin (2010,
(| cz,ik (2074, pp. 1932).
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l)crvisI ıcs) iıı Kırıııancki. Tlıesc lcrırıs rt,li,r
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(| İ \ ııİ ( ı lı| (,'ı,ııııs1,,,,z,,l., l', ıı, l. .ııı,l ll'l.ızliİ ıı. l] t,sİ ılt,s ılıİ s gt,ııt,r:ıl
()1
l)1ıttcı,ı1
rt,lllt,ıııt,ııt, Sııııııir (.ıı| (,\ ,(,ıı l,,, l,,ıııı,I iıı ıı vill:ıgt, iıı l l< ızıt, wlıiclr is tlıe old
ı,sı :ı< lıııiııisıı:ııivt,ı (,ıııt(,(ül l )ı,ısiııı. 'llıt,Sııııııis o(''I iıııceli province mosdy
(,.ı,,l(,ııı

sl,t,:ıl<

I (ııııııııııti, :ıııtl .ı l,,rv ııl rlıcııı lıave spoken TLrkish for generations.

t:ııltııı:ıl itlcıııity ıI ıııt belongs to

lI tırrıcvt,ı, ;ılit,ı, ılıt, (,()üül / / '/ lıtl < ıf] | 980, under the Tiırkish state's immense

special region, which forAlevi Kurds is iırlrcritecl tlırough both ancestral ties

ı)ıtioııalist pı,csstırc, ıI ıc'Krırclislr language'lost its visibiliry in the public
sl)lıcc alld was replirced by Tİ rrkish. I nterestİ ngly, most of these Sunnİ com

ıııd

1tı ıı

sccret religious knowledge.7

The way in which A] evi and Sunni communities are settled throughout

ıııunities are connected to the Kadiri sects of I slam, which base themselves on

tlıe rcgioır is worthy of attention. The settlement pattern is connected to the

tlıe ırotion of love towards the Prophett family and especially his cousin Ali,

proviııce's geography, in relation to a 'highly mountainous north' and a rela
tive| y 'bottomland south', where one can find the local Sunni8 villages.9 This

ıs do Alevis. Moreover, they share sacred place practices with their Kurdish

"'lhc

te

rııı 'I ııııcr Dersim' refers to those regions where Alevis who speak Kırmancki and define

ılıt'iı rcligi< ıtısidcı'ıtiıyasRaaHaq(literully,'thewayoftruth')aredemographicallyandsocio
t

ıılı ıırılly tlııırriııant. I t is possible to regard I nner Dersim as the core of a vast region encom_

1ı:ıssiıı11 tI ıt'

,ıs
,

speak both Kurmanci and Kırmancki, and

ılı,, ır,ligiııtıs ıntl sııcial centre of these communities. For a substantial guide on the ethno

ııI ıııı,ıl, rt,ligiııııs, I ıistorical and social

t i,,ziI i
l

lııııls iıılıa[ ıited by Kurdish Alevis who

aspects of Dersim, see

Gezik and Gültekin (20| g),

(.l()l4) ıııd Deniz (2012).

i , ı , lt,ı;ı ilt,«| in

Alevi neighbours (Gültekin 2010, pp.12535).
The district of Çemisgezek in the southwestern part of the province is
home to the largest community of Sunnis in Tirnceli, who corıstittıte thrcc
quarters of the district's population. The way in which Sunıri and Alevi sctılc

ments are distributed throughout the district bears a resemblance to

I ı< ıw

the settlements of these communities have spread throughout the proviırce.

The majority of the Alevi communities in the area resides in the mountain
ous territories in the northeastern paft of the district. Nevertheless, it is also

[ iırmation about the religious terms of Kurdish Alevis, see Gezik and Çakmak

(.l()l()) :ıııd Çat< ınak (2013).

"'llıı,ıt,t,xist no officia] data regaıding the number of Alevis and Sunnis in the province of
'liıııit,I i. However, I was able to identi§ı and mark
some Sunni villages duıing my fieldwork

(scc Map 6.1). These data depend on my personal experience as well as my field notes. I estimate

possible to come across A_levi communities in various rural settlements near
the district centfe and the southern regions. I t must be mentioned that there

is a crucial distinction between Alevi communities in Çemisgezek. Those
residing in the mountainous villages and hamlets'o of the northeast speak

tlıat Sunnis constitute a maximum of 7 rc I 0 pel cent of the population of Tunceli. According
liınceli's
last census data in 2020, t} ıe cuırent population is 84,660. See Tünceli Nüfiısu

Kırmancki and therefore have stronger ties and cultural affinities to I nner

to

Dersim, whereas the Alevis in the southwestern and southeastern parts of the

(2020). However, this population a] so includes oüer Sunnis who were not born in Tiınceli, such

district speak Kurmanci (Gültekin 2010, pp. 12535).

as military officials and

of Munzur University.

civil ofHcers of üe state, their families aırd the majoriry of the students

§(iü üe

term 'local Sunnis', I refer to thc Sı_ınni population who oıigi

nate from the villages and district centres of
Hereafter, I use

üe

üe province aııd wlrtı slıcak Kurmanci or Tiırhsh.

terms 'Sunni' or 'loca] Sunni' to refer to tl,ıesc cııınınunities exclusively. For

The district of Pertek has the secondlargest population of Sunnis. I t con
stitutes a region of the southern border of Dersim, and nearly a quarter of
the population is Sunni. Here, most of the Sunni communities are found in

more information about the increasingpopulation of 'ncw'Srıııııi grtıups in the province and

the western and southern parts of the region. There are only a few villages

itseffectsondailysociallife,seeGiiltekinandYeşiitepe(20l5,plı.

and hamlets in the district inhabited by Sunnis exclusively. They mostly live

9According

l()i} l9).

to data obtained from fieldwork, in the past s()ı)ı(, .Sııııııi communities attempted

to setde in the northern and eastern districts of

Pülümiir;ıııtl N;ızııııiye, but because Kurdish

A] evis dominated these areas, they failed to do so and wcrt, liırı,t,tl t() ınigrate. See also Deniz

side by side with A] evis. Howeveç in the district centre and the villages, the

Sunni and Alevi neighbourhoods are usually separate. Through the specific

(2012, PP. 4647). However, one can still find some Sııııııi l;ııııilics in the district centre of

Hozat and even in pülümür.

'u

A hamlet consists of

a few houses and is

administratively related to

a

village.
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homogenous Sunni community is a village iıı thc 1< ıwııslıip tıf Akpazar. I n the
t
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ılıı,ıı,liiıııı.Miliı.ıı1,()| )(,| ,;ıli()ıı5wcı,t,ttııı< lııtıt,tl

ı,,iııı ıt,l,i1111.'llı,,ı,,,l,ıııııs;ıiıııt,tl

l< ı

lı.ıııslıııııı

ı,, t,ıı,I tI ıt,:ııır< ıııtıııı()ııs ıııı(lüıü(,tı[ 'tlıc I (ıırtlislı Alcvi trilıcs. I ıı tlıis 1ıcritıtl,
ılıt,:ırcı's cı.rııııııııit ((,ı)lı,(,.\ . ltıııı(t,rl iıı thc soııtlıwcstcrıı, sotıthcfıı aııd s< ıııtlı

ol'tlıc 1ır< ıviııcc, gaiıred iınportaırce. The splreres of iırHııcııc.,
ınisgezek, Pertek aırd Mazgirt waxed and waned as a result of thc r,_,lıı

(,iıstcfüı ı,cgitıııs
,ıl(.)e

district centre and other settlements with Sunrri residelrts, the population is

ıi< ıııship that the Ottoman state formed with the ribes of I nner Dersiııı.

mixed. And within Akpazar, Sunnis are mostly concentrated in the southern

.,ıır be said that the Ottoman state, with the change of its eastern policics ıli.,r

regions, encompassing the township centre. I n other parts of the district,

ıI ıe declaration of the Tanzimat, started to view Dersim as a constant tlır(,:ıı l()

communities are pfedominantlyAlevi (Gültekin 2010, pp. 12535).
The last district in Dersim (Tiınceli) with a Sunni population is Hozat.

1ıııblic order and state rule (Yıldırım 2018, pp. 5969). The strııiııcrl ıt,l:ı(iıııı
s[ ıip, often marked by clashes between the abovementioned ılisırit,ı ((,ıııı(,\

Some Sunni families live in the district centre; moreover, the village of I nciga

ıınd the inner regions to the north of Dersim, continued fcır ııcırly:ı ((,tııııı\ ,,

(Altınçevre) in the southern township of Çaglarca, which borders on
Çemis
gezek and Pertek, is home to a Sunni community. The district centre has a

until 1938. Historical changes in areas with Sunni commurıitics t,:ııı

mixed population, and Alevis are in the majority. §(hile the village of I nciga
also presents a mixed settlement, the majority there is Sunni. Compared to
tlre other

sunni inhabited districts of Tiınceli, Hozat has the lowest number

of Sunni residents (Gültekin 2070, pp. | 2535).

lı

lıı., l,,ı ı,,ı

understood in light of this relationship.

Administrative reports in the Ottoman Afchives of the Priıııc Miııisıı1,
clearly show that, during the second half of the nineteenth ceırtury aıı.l

ıl,.

first half of the twentieth century, districts with a high concentr;rti< ııı tıl
Sunnis were, in fact, the commercial and social hubs of the province. Dcslıitc

the confrontations between the two communities, commercial relaticıııs

A Short History of Sunni Communities in Dersim

continued to maintain their significance during this period. The mines iıı

Dersim (including presentday Tunceli) became an administrative province
as late as 1880. Before that, some of the districts currendywithin the prov

Elazığ, to the south ofthe province, and, to a lesser extent, those in Diyarbakır
and even further south were one of the main motivations for trade. The char

ince (such as Çemişgezek, Çarsancak [ Akpazar] , Mazgirt, Pertek, Kuzuçan,
Ovacık, Pah and I izılkilise)11 were parts of other, larger provinces in the area

and Mazgirt. Those engaged in mining activities were exempt from varit,ıtıs

(Yılmazçelik and Erdem 2017, pp.22343)." Because of the region's political

local taxes, as theywere under constant threat of raids by the tribes of I nııcr

coal essential for these mines' functioning came from presentday Pertcl<

Dersim (Yılmazçelik 1998, p. | 75),
" As a look at the administrative and social history of Dersim

Apart from mining, artisans' production and local animal and agricultural
proves, these districts and

townships are seftlements with farreaching historical roots. Thıoughout history, they have

constituted important administrative and commercia.l centres. They had originally been

''

products were othef important pillars of commercial life. Almost all such pro

ductive activities took place in the southern disffict centres, mosdy inhabited

located in the foothills of the Muıat River Valley before the region was submerged by the

by Sunnis. I n the I nner Dersim regioırs inhabited by Kurdish Alevi tribes,

Keban Dam Lake.

geographic conditions made the laııd unsuitable for agficulture. This, com

See also

Yılmazçelik (2O11), Gül (20l5, pp.23_54) and Yıldırım (2012, pp.2337).

bined with the constant raids and sl< irı"ııishes between the various tribes, made

l| ııAl,'vıı,,l llı,. ıı,,ıllı

ııl iııt I lıı ,.ııııllı., ıü| ıııı!ı(.| ( ı.ıl ııı.ııl,t.ıı. | | ıı.
ııı ılı, ;,ı,| \ ıııı i lıi., ııııı..ıll,ıııiılıiıı (,iı.ıııislit.z.t.li,

,I t;,,.11,1ı

lİ ılıİ lı'ıl.ııI ı()ııııl ,,l .ıı,ı1,1,.l.ııı,l

I )t'rtcli;ıııtl M;ızgiı't.'' Al.,,. sııı.ıI l l,ıı,,l,,,r,ı, ı,,l,ı;,.ııııl.ilı,ııı,.

, ı,,1ılıiıı11'l'wı.rt.

gcncfal PrlıctiL] cs iıı tlıtısc l;ıııtls.'llıis lt.,l ı(ı.ı
| !(.I l,(.ııı.ıl iıı( ıt.,ıst.iıı ılıt.ııııııı[ .ıcr
of landless Peasants, alld oVCr tiıııt, ı't,siılt,ıııs \ rt,ıt, lııı, ı.ıl ı,, t.ıııillr:ıtt.. 'llıis
was

one of the most imPortant detcrıııiıı:ıııts; (,l
l)()l)üıliıli()ıı ıı)()v(.ıııcııls in the
region.l5 Similar Processes continued witlr evcriııcı,citsiııg iııtcıısity
through_
out the twentieth century.

Another factor that determined the nature of population movements
in
the area consisted of armed confrontations, which lasted from
the second
half of the nineteenth century until 193B. After thirty years of intermission,
these confrontations fecommenced in the 1970s and have
continued until
today. Before §7orld'§ü'ar I , there occurred uprisings in the
area, and the state
conducted campaigns of suppression. ManyAlevi and christian (Armenian)
communities were displaced during this period.16 Similarly, many
Alevi (and
even some sunni) communities were forced to migrate due
to the massacre of
7938.| 7 Most recently

13

in 1994,

as the clashes between the

PKK and

is a system of production and distribution based on landless

peas

ants sclling their labour to land or herd owners in exchange
for products. For further

in| ormation about the prerepublican era of the Dersim economy,
see Yıldırım (2013,

pp.4170).

'' Yılmazçelik (1998, p. 777)

an Ottoman document demonstrating that theıe was
another impoıtant factor leading to peasants losing theiı land.
Çerçis (hawkers) who came
cites

from I ran weıe crucial to commercia] life in the region. They often
sold their commodities
for a payment deferred foı six months, at an extfemely high rate
of interest. Due to the

poor quality ofproduction and the large number ofsharecroppers,
unable to pay the interest rates and had to sell their land for less

l )t,ısİ ııı,

.ıı,,l İ l. ((} ııs(,(| ıl(,lı(,,s lı,ıv,,

lı,,t,ıı ııı,ıııil,,1,1.

| 'ı,i,,ı,ııı ılıt, llı,l,ıı1,1i, i. lııll ,,,ııs,,liıl:ııitııı iıı tlıt,l )t,ı,siııı rcı] i< ııı, Sııııııis ttııı
stittıtt,t| :ııı iııılıııı,l;ıııt 1ıtılıtıl.ııitııı 1,,ırııılı iır (.leıııisgczclr, l'crtcl< ıııtl Mızgiıı.
'llıt:
r| ccrt:ıstı iıı ılıt,iı,ııııııılıt,ıs lıctwccıı l9^ ] 8 aırcl tlıc l970s is nıostly cltıc tıı
,",.,ııı,ıtııııic rc:ısoı] s.

'llıc liıııitccl

1ıı)ıoı_ııtt of arable land, l< ıw level olprot_lııc(ivity,

ı[ ıc iııcreasingly heavy pressure placed on livelihoods due to populati< ııı gr< ıwtlı

,ıııd, after the l950s, migration to the western cities of Tiırkey aı,ıcl liırtılıt,

l93ll:ıııtl
ııı.| lrt,ıııt,'

wcre the fundamental causes of population movements. Betweeıı
the beginning of the I 970s, the Sunnis gradually sold their laııc] s

to Alevis from I nner Dersim. Many of them invested the earııiırgs li,«ıııı ılıı,n,,

[ ransactİ ons İ n the bİ g cİ tİ es. Some of them, İ n contrast, prc{ crr.,tl ı() s(,ııl(,

in all, the Sunni populıtioüı, ııvt,ı,ılıt, lı,ısı
been continuously on the decrease (Gtiltekin 20 l (), 1ı. l t t).

on mofe fertile lands nearby.
decades, has

A_[ l

The polarisation and conflicts of the I 970s, mostly lıasccl ,ııı rt,lilli.,ııı
identiry were another important reason behind the Sunnis'ıııigrııtitııı lİ ,ııııı

Tiınceli." flrese events profoundly impacted particularly the eastcrıı rcgi«ıııı
of Pertek. For example, the township of Pınarlar and the surrouırdiııg vil
lages, mostly inhabited by Sunnis, became utterly deserted after the deaclly

attack that they had organised against their Alevi neighbours in the

| atı.:

1970s (Gültekin 2010, pp. 33136). Today there are only eleven Stıııııi
'8

During the 1960s the struggle for economic, social and political rights in Tiırkey gradııılly
intensified: eventually, by the 1970s this struggle gave rise to armed revolutionary ıııt,v,,

the peasants were often

ments. The most important social basis of such movements was the rural, mostly Alt,vi,

than what it was worth.

communities who throughout history had generally been at odds with the state. Frııııı

Thus, the Peasants weıe left landless and found themselves forced
to ınigrate to larger settle_
ments or other rura] areas.
'6

, ı,_ı, ı| ,| | ,,,|

lıııtı,ıl ıııİ l,ı.ılİ ıııı ,ıl llı,, ı,, (,ııl lıı,,l()ıy ııl

the state

For a brief study on this plunder economy' of Dersim tıibes,
see Deniz (2013, pp.71113).

'z sharecroppiırg

I

| | ıüı| (,I lı.ııı '(l

(| | | ,,l 1| 1ı,1,1| | ,11il,1
| ı(| ı
|
{
l{
l1,1ılı_
(|
,,ıı1,,,,1,,,
t,i(,)
ııı lııııı,ı | ),,ı,,iııı
H()
llıı. rv.ıı ılıı,ıııtısı,ıiıit.ıl

ıııl,,ııı,ılı,,,| , llı(,\ l,ılt, l,,ı, tl,I t

Until 1915, the Population of Dersim was dominated by Kurdislr A] evi tribes
and Arme_

nians. Due to the Armenian genocide and forced migratioırs, tlıe
Armenian population
decreased immenselY. For a description of how the Otroııııı
[ ıurcaucrary saw the Alevis

and theAımenians as collaborators, seeAkpınar (2019) aııd Kcvorkian (2011).
For more
information about the demographic situation in the prcrclııılılicaıı
cra of Dersim, see Serte]
(2014, pp.26982).

'7 For more information about the 193B massacre and fiırt,t.tl cv;ıt.uıtitıns, see

this period onwards, Tunceli became the most important centre for many armed leftwiııg
movements. One of the statet policies against revolutionary movements in the 1970s was

to mobilise Sunni communities against Alevis, with the use of rightwing organisations.
Apart from such organisations, which provided an advantage for individuals when it camc
to accessing political and economic resolırces. paramilitary organisations such as the Lib
eration Army of Enslaved Tiırks (Eslr Türklcrin Kurtaluş Ordusu, ETKO) and the Tirrkish
Revenge Brigade (Türh I ntikam Tugayı,I 'lT) were foımed. The outcome was violent attacks
perpetrated by both sides, and eventually rhc Sunni communities were forced to migrare

Aygün (2009).

from Tlınceli en mAsse. For more informatitııı, see Gültekin (201 0, pp. 3064| ).
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ıııı.ıl

ıı,| | l,,ı,ı,ı,ı,,

si,l,,rı,iılı ı| ı,,

the 1970s. The evacuation of these flcıodcd villagcs ıls< ı tılıt,ııt,tl t lıc llııtıclgatcs

ı,.1:,iıııı, livc sitlt.l,y

'I lıis, ıtıgtıılıcr with the
for further southward migrations from I nner Dersiııı.

,lt,si:ıilıcs Alcvis wlı,,. tıvt,ı ıiıııt,, I ı,ıvc

l] ııı,üüüüı:t.lüs;

ı.,.,rı,.| iıı11 1() tlıcıı] , tlıİ s itlclıtİ ly

Sunni communities in the region and accelerated the migration process of

lıctııııı., Sııııııis. llı tlıis c()ııtcX(, nlcVi§
liııcl it ııartır,ıl ılııt 1lıc,Sııııııis tıl'tlıc are:r participate in certain Alevi ritıııls
(,ılılıoırglı tlıis wııs tıı()| ,c coııııııcııı before the 19BOs). They believe that < ıııc
cıııı explaiır these Suı,ıı,ıis'coırtinuing visitatioıı at Alevi shrines aırd otlıcr

Sunnis (Gültekin 2010, pp. 12544).

sacred places only in light of their Alevi heritage. Another important iırtlicıı_

armed clashes and the largescale Maraş and Çorum ıııassacrcs of Alevis iır
the 197Os, strengthened the already existing conflicts between the A] evi and

Sunnis' migration had relatively lost its impetus in the 1980s, but it inten
sified once again in the 1990s, with the resurgence of armed confict. This

tor of their Alevi origin is that these communities (at least the olde r gcıı(,r:ı

tions) maintain the hiruelik'g relations with Alevis.

events of | 938, has shaped the current geographic distribution of Sunni com

ForAlevis, the question of how the Barmazhs became Suııı'ıi is:ııı iııılıııı
tant one. Barmazlıs speak Kurmanci. They pursue liveliho< ıtls siıııil,ıı ı,,

munities in the region (Bruinessen 1995).I t has also dramatically infuenced

those of the Alevis' in the region. Th.y worship the same sacrctl 1,,l,ı..,s, l,,r,,,

how both Sunni and A"levi identities are perceived in Dersim. One example
the l 990s is the high number of Sunnis. They once lived

A[ i and his descendants, tell their stories (that is, they read (,cııl,ıı,ıııı,,s\ '"
and sometimes even consult Alevi institutions and religious atıılıııı,i(iı,s,

villages aırd lıanrlets to the east of Pertek but migrated to other areas

such as cem ritııa| s andpirs. Hence, there should be an explanati«'ııı :ıl'ıtıııı

tlııı,iııg ıI ıis 1ıcriod. However, with the intervention of the Turkish state, they
wcr(, (,vctıttıltlly forced to retufn. Quite a large number of them did, how

these communities' religious differences. Alevis usually describe this pr< ı

state of war, whose significance to the history of Dersim is comparable to the

of the nıigrations

iıı thc

cvcı,, scttle

< ıf

in the neighbouring provinces, mainly Elazığ. Alternatively, many

Alcvis fiom I nner Dersim seffled in the pertek district centre. §(hile the dis
trict's Sunni residents continued to stay, the Sunni population in the rural
settlements to the east decreased significantly (Gültekin 2010, pp. 33657).

Descriptions and Selfdescriptions among Alevis and Sunnis:

Barmazlı, Turk and Kurd

A brief look into the complex subject of ethnic boundaries and the defini
tions that the communities in southern Tunceli produce about each other
could help us understand the social relations between A] evis and Sunnis.
For example, the terms that Alevis in Tunceli use to describe Sunnis living
in the rural areas in the eastern parts of Pertek are worthy of consideration.
Among the names they use to describe the Suırııis iıı the area,'Barmazlı' is
the most common. This expression is also used by üııost Sunnis who live in

cess as one where a people who are 'deep down Alevis' gradually becaıırcı

Sunni through external interventions. According to this narrative, Sunııis
who 'came' or were 'brought' to the region from outside of Dersim madc
this 'subsequent Sunnification possible because, while Dersim identiry is
conceptualised based on both A_levism and Kurdishness, it directly refers to
be consid
'9 I n terms of Raa Haqi (Dersim AJevism), kiruelik is a fictional kinship, or can
for social
institution
ered a godfather relationship between tw,o families. I t is also a crucial

solidarity in the region, based on male circumcision. This kinship brings sexual taboos, so
that marriages are forbidden between biruelik fami| \ es. Kiruelik relations between Alevis
and Sunnis in the region are likely

t< ı

refer to political alliances or patfonage relations rather

than its religious aspects. See Gültekin (2010, pp. 173_200). Foı geneıal information, see
Kudat (2004); for a focus on social roles aın< ıng Kurdish communities, see Strohmeier and
YalçınHeckmann (20 1 3).
'o Cenknama are epic texts on Ali and lıis stıııs' (Hasan and Hiiseyin) war stories, favoured
among both Alevis and Sunnis who follow thc Kadiri creeds.
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l,yl,iıllı.llt'ıı,t',llıt't(ı| ı((,| ılıı,,lı.,,,ıı,,ııı,i'..ıılı..ı,l,ı,ııl\ ııııııilit.ııiıııı't.ıııi(.,..
t'xlıt"ıııt'lY lı('ıl;ıliV('(()ıııı()l,ııııııı,...i,. ı.ı | lıı.. rr.ı\ ,ı,l ılıiııl.iııli iı,ılI ,ıws liıı
(ıtıly lw() ()l)ti()ıı,s: r,iılıt,ı'ılır\ ,ııııı.,l lı.,,, l,,,ıl.ı ıı ılıı..,,t,ı,.,I l,,,ıttl (il,ıııı.) r»l'
Alt:vİ sııı, ()ü, tI ı(,y ırı(ısil lıiıv(. l,t.t.ıı l,,t, ıl,| ı '.,,,,,,,',,,l. 'llıİ s ;ıl)l)ıl)ir(.lı İ s llı(.
lııısic jıısti[ İ cıticıı'ı lbr ıl[ ııcg:ııivt.()I )iııı(ııı] ,,,ıı l,,,,ıl ,'ıııııııis_

'llıc

of 'I Jarmazlı' is, ı;ııiıı^ iıı(t.ıt.ııiııJ,ly. viı.rrı.rlly ıııılıcard tıf'
iıl ırrcas outside the territory of thc l'ilvt,ııli ırilıt,, ;ıııtl c.sl)cciıI lly in lırner
l)crsinr. During my fieldwork, most Alcvis ı,c.sicliııg iıı lırııer Dersim were
(| ııitc surprised to hear of local Sunnis liviırg in l_)etsim. Upon hearing of
c< ıırccpt

tlıcir cxistence, they immediately started asking questions. This stems from
ılıt, { ııct that Dersirnli identity is seen as synonymous with Alevism, as well
iıüi tlıc Pe rception of Kurdishness associated with it.22
Alevis and Sunnis in the region are divided across religious identity lines,
ıııcl tlıey :rlso define each other by referring to modern national identities

ılıaı

is, Tiırkish and Kurdish. Alevis quite commonly use the term



'Tiuli

wlıcıı rcFerriııg to'Sunni'. Thus, they regard the Sunnis of rural and urban
lurks.
| 't,rüt,l< ıs
At this point, Barmazlı identfty gains a second meaning.

Wllılı5lllllılı.ıl,'1,1,ıııılııı,,,
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(

()l| ı(,

ıtı ll,ı ıı,l, ı,ı

ı,.

1rı.ı,

lİ .,,sıİ ıııİ l.ıı ltıllıtıst.til

Alt.vİ s"

ıııı1,,ııl.ıtıl l()rlisıiııllııislı ılıtıst,Sılııııiswlrtı

lıııııı llıt,,,ıııııüı,ysit| c.
(ıl
As ltır Sııııııis, ılıt,ııı| J,,ııı,,
ılıt, l| ııı,ııııtz,l.ı iclcıııity are quite clear. Barmaz
(ııı' I } t,lııiııı:ız) is ılı,, ıı.ııııt,ııl .ı 1ıl:ıiıı ltıcated near the Maden district of the
lt.ıv(,

| l.ırı1,

l)ı()viııcc tıf lılızıi1, wlı,,ıı.,, tlıt.y tırigiırally hailed. Thus, they named them
,.,lvcs (tıı, wcrc ıııııııt,tl lıy tıılıcrs) after their place of origin. The Barmazlıs

liıı«l tlıe idea tlrat tlıcy slıould beAlevis who have been Sunnified over time
(ııııtcceptable. Quite the contrary they believe that the majority of Alevis
:ıfc the descendants of Turcoman (Tiırkish) tribes who settled in the region
(,c| rturies ago and eventually became Alevicised (in other words, 'Kurdified')

((iültekin 2010, pp. | 556il.'3
Sunnis' explanations regarding Alevis also vary from generation to genera
tion. For instance, older Sunnis living in the rural settlements east of Pertek use
tlre terms 'aşirel (tribe)2a or

'Kurd'when referring to

A[ evis.

Among younger

generations (underage or middleaged) living in Pertek or Elazığ, the terms
Lısed remain the same, but now they have political implications whose roots
can be traced back to the

I

| ırıl.,., ll,ttııt,t.,.ft l1,1(,ı\ l()ülı,,.,,,rvlı,,lıı,t,ıııılı,,

ü(,ııI ılıl,ı.ıı| t,,ılııl.| ıt üıı| ı,1,,,| ,,, lır,1,1,,,,,,|

1

970s. I n this context, being 'Kurdi s| İ or aşiret is syn

li,ı,ı l lüı.li (iıı Kırııııuıcki, Path of Tiuth) or Dersim Alevism are both relatively new tefms to

onymous with having 'leftwing views' and 'being against the state'

(,I | )l.ıiüı ılı(' ııııique properties of the belief system of Kurdish Alevis. I n this belief
system,

wofds, 'being the political enemy'. I n a way, Sunnis view those communities

ılı,' ıcligiııus relationship between ocaks
ıi(
ı ı

ıııs.
ıı ısı

l;| '()ı'] ')

and,

 in

other

talips is oıganised into four ma.jor social posi

[ ır'ıttom to top, first, there are the talips, the objects of holy lineages. They speak

I y Kı rrnancki, but there are also Kurmanci and Tiırkishsp eaking talips of ocaks. Sec

,,ıı,l, tlrcrc are the raybeıs, members ofholy lineages; these can be considered local, practical

'3 I n the years following my fieldwork, the Barmazhs formed an association, located in the
city centre of Elazığ. Their main afguments alıoııt Barmazlı identity are the following: thcy

gtıidcs rıf religious affairs. Third, there are the piıs (or se1its) who hold the key role in the

are descendants of the famous archaicTiırkish

ıcligitıus system. They are the spiritual guides of their objects. Fourth, the mürşids are a] so
lrıcıııbers of holy lineages, like the2lıs. They hold a type of master or juridical position of

(in the Çemişgezek and Pertek districts) from Erzurum; they are renowned iır thc rr:gioıı
for their religiosiry (in terms of Sunni I slam) and interest in education; and thcy are gtıod

< ıtlıcr ocaks,

ıııd

who obey them

these ocaks shıre

.

Rayber,

pir

and mürşid are positions held only by holy lineages,

similar obligatory relationships, like those between talips

and

piıs.

AI l these positions are legitimised based on paternal hereditary principles. Another central
ısPect of Raa Haqi consists of the beliefs and practices shapcd aıound the sacred places

tribe of the Oğuzlar; they scttlccl iıı Tiıııccli

neighbours to the Alevis. Moreover, they also used the forced evacuations, which seriously
affected them after the l9B0 coup d'ltat (due to armed conficts in the region), as one of
their main argumen$ to clari§, ethnic boundaries. This comes in relation to their nationalist
and religious 'loyalty', which they describe by the motto 'MotherlandFlagNation'.

For an

and objects cal| ed jiare (in I irmancki) or ziparet (in Tlırkislı). Ft,ır more detailed informa

extremely striking manifestation of the dominant perception regarding the cultural identity

titın about the Kurdish Alevi belief system, see Gezik and Çaknıak (2010), Deniz (2012),

of Dersim's Sunni communities, seeTunceli Nüfusu (2020).

Çakmak (2013), Gezik (20| 4),Deniz (20l9) and GültckiD (20l9).
'' For moıe information on terms such as Tiırk, Kurd, Z:ı,ı,;,ı ,ıııd Krrmanc (or aşiret), see

Gültekin

(20 l 0, pp.

4974), Fırat

(20

1

0, pp. | 3955) ıntl

( icz_ik

(20| 4, pp. 26_32).

'1 Until the late twentieth century, Kurdish Alevis mostly led a seminomadic lifesryle, and

their settlements were located in rural mountainous areas. For social and religious tribal
organisations, see Gezik (20| 4, pp.45_55), Deniz (20| 2, pp. 5282) and Gültekin (2019).
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lıııl.ı,,lıııt,ss.ııı,l lıııı,| ı.,l,ııi,,,, (l(ıı| (ııı5tı.ıl(,
llı.ılllıt'l)('()l)l('tılllıt'ır'giıııı;ıs.ııti.ıı, ılıt,ıııst,lvt,swiılılııılııı,.ıltııılt,sıılitlc,ıı
lily. 'llıis ı< ıııltl lıt' ('(,ıüsi(l(,t'(,(l :t (()ııs(,(| ıı(,ııct, < ,1'ılı., ııst,s ı,l 'liııliislıııt,ss :ııırl
l(ııriI isI ııı,.,ss xs categ()rics tıf'cılıııitily iıı 'lurkcy. 'I lıcy lıct,ııııc | ,ı)()fc cotI ı

ııı()ııl] llıcc iır tlıc l970s iıı'll"ıırceli, L| azığ, Sivas, Maraş aııcl Malaty:r, where
| )iırtictıliırly (Kurmanci and lfurmanckispeaking) Alevis from Dersim live
ıııgt,tlıcr with Sunnis.'5 The meaning associated with these terms has dis

ı

1rlııyt,cl
ı

lı;ı

certain variety and continues to do so. Nonetheless, it can be said

ı ılıcrc cxist tvvo general trends. The Tirrkish nationalist discourse, which is

tltııııiıııııt

:rnlong Sunnis residing inTiınceli, sees Tiırkish and Sunni identities

:ıs iıısclııralıle elements defining each other. Moreover,

it claims that Alevis

;ırı."I iıı,coırratr communities who have gradually become Kurdified. I nterest

T

1,,ivt'ı

ııır'.ııııııli

l1)

llıı,| ıü,ı( ı,| ııııııı

ııl liııl,ırI tıt,,., llı llıı,lılıı1,111ı ı.'llıt,ıı,l,ııt,, lııı

llı.,Sıııııııı,,l'liııı,,,| ,, ıl,.l,.ıııt| ,, ııl ılıt,«,,ısl ,ıı,,l
t.vt.ıı ılııııı1,1ı tlıt.y
",,tıllıt,.ı:ı,
,,lı.ııt,;ı (()ıııııı(ııı ıcliliı,,ıı. iılı,ıııiıy, siliııily,ı lııı,ııı.,ı,t,,lisı:ıııı itlcıırity tlı:ııı
ılıt,iı, Alcvi ııt,ililılıı,ıııs wlı,,ııı ıl,.,y, ıı,,ııt,ılı,_,I c,ss, ııııııgiıııliscı.

ılı.,s,ıııı,,tiıııt,, (lı,, l(ıııilislı ıııııiııı,ıılisı rlisc< ıtırse iıı fiınceli claims that
ılı,, l(ıırıııııııt,i slıt,:ılı,iııg Sııııııi ct»ıııırrtıırities ofDersim have been assimilated
(iıı tıtlıcr w.ırtls,'liırliilicıl) tlrıc t< ı the statet TiırcoI slamic cultural interven
Aü

ıitıııs.'I hc lıınguıgc

slı< ıl< eıı

by Sunni communities constitutes the basis of

tlıis ırguıııeırt. Moreover, various aspects of Sunni daily life in the region are

All in all, the Sunni
itlcııtification with Turksh identity is based on the divide between the basic
ıcg:rrded as proof of their connection to Kurdish culture.

ı,,,ligious identities of

Alevism and Sunnism. This continues to be the domi

ıııırt viewpoint on the matter. The following words of a Sunni interyiewee
clarify my point:

iııgly, ılıis disctıı.ırse differentiates the Kurds of Dersim from the Kurds of the
t,;ısı ııırtl s()ııtI ıcast because of their
ı ı

:ı t

i t ı ı

ııı

l

ist

tl

isct,u rse, presently

We speak Kurmanci. Our culture is Kurdish. But ever since we first caıne l,ıcrtı,

Alevi identity. Furthermore, the Tiırkish

we have been called Turks. They forced the name on us; they never acceptecl

dominant throughout Turkey, marginalises

us as Kurds. Yet, the genefation before us cannot speak a word of Turkish.2"

ılıt, l(ıırııı:ıııc,i ıııd Kırmanckispeaking communities of Dersim, be they

\ ııııııi

ııı, Alt,vi. lJowever, the Turkish nationalist discourse prevalent among

l,,,.ıl Sııııııis 1ıctcc.ives the Alevis of Dersim as leftist and secular. This dis
( (,ıııiı| 1l tlt,sr,ı,il,ıtioıı emanates from the fact that they, too, 'are from Dersim'.

li, tl:ırily, ılıc Kurds are mostly Sunni, but in Tunceli this Sunni identity
lı.ılılıt,ııs to [ ıe the only factor that determines 'Turkishness'.
l l«ıwcver, being a Sunni plays a diametrically opposed role to the A] evi

tır, iıı other words, Kurdish
t





itııı between 'their own Kurds' (who are Alevi) and the other Kurds (who are

Srııııri) draws the borders of a cultural space dividing the Sunni community
as Tirrkish, whereas other

Stıırııis in the wider region identify themselves as Kurdish. I n sum, the rela
tioııslrip that the Sunnis of Tiınceli have with the A] evis of Dersim is what
]"

Kurdishness and Turkishness constitute an entire group, which they per
ceive as the 'other', depending on their group affiliation. For example, Alevis
refer to Barmazlıs as well as Sunnis from Pertek or other regions of Dersim
as

identiry in Dersim. Therefore, the differentia

ıs well. The Sunnis of Tunceli identify themselves

l(urdish and Turkish identities are built on this distinction. For either side,

'Turks'. Likewise, Sunnis use the general identifier 'Kurd' to describe all

Alevis, regardless of their tribal affiliation.

'Alevi', 'Kurd' and aşiret are the most popular terms used by Sunnis to
describe Alevis. However, there exist important distinctions between the

Kırmanckispeaking Alevis of I nner Dersim and the Kurmancispeaking
Alevis who live neaf sunni communities in the south. For sunnis, the most
important term that differentiates neighbouring Alevis from the complex
entirety is the term hirue. The expressions leiru?7 and 'neighbour' display

'flre Alevi massacres in the 1970s may help to understand lrow the usage of Tirrkish
and
Kurdish ethnic definitions in relation to religious differenccs started. Moreover, Turkish and

'6 Field notes from a conversation with a Sunni interviewee, Elazığ, dated 22 Apri| 2006.

Kurdish nationalist interests in Alevis are important regarding their political and historica_l

'7 Here, the term kirue refers to a specific (closer) degree ofsocial relations between Alevi and

discourses. See Ağuiçenoğlu (201 0, pp.
(2007, pp. 5867).

1

1939), F,rtan (2O17 , pp. 12373) and Massicard

Sunni families. Sunnis categorise the Alevis accoıding to the social, political and economic
relations they have with them.
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\ ül/ I ıt'lı tlt'sc'ı'ilıiıı1,1| 1,,',,r,,I vt,s,

(aşiret) aHİ liali< ıııs.'llıis is ııs.,,.l l.,

Sııııııis (,ııı| )lıiısis(,ılı.ıı ılı«,y lı.ıvt,ııtı ıı,ilı:ıl

ıııı,l,,ıliıı.,iııı iıııl)()ıt.ıııt ,ıılıtıı,ıl

.lı:ır:ıttt,r

istic that distinguislres tlrcııı { r< ıııı ı| ıc Alcvis stırı,< ııııı(liııı] ıI ıt,ııı. ltlt,ııtilyiııg
themselves according to their place of cırigiır (as secır

with iıc l} arırıazlıs)

serves as example of such a characterİ stİ c. For İ nstance, whİ le A] evİ s use the

T
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ııııl, ,,\ l, ı,ı | .ııııılı,,, .ııı,l ılı,, lı,,l1, ı,l Alt,vi ıt.lil,itıtıs
lı ııı(ııt lıı ılıi,, ı,,11,ıı,l, wlı,.ıı lı,ııliiıı1,, :ıl llı(. I ıiıllıı,(.
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.ılıt,ı' ılı«, | ()/ ()s, rvlıt,ıı ı\ l,,r,ı, .ııı,l Sııııııis lıt,t:ıırıt, 1ı,ılititılly 1ıtılırisccl. Ncv
t,ı'llıt'lt,ss, sıııııt,Alt,vi iıısıiııııi,,ııs st,t,ıııt,tl 1ıı lıc 1ırcscııtccl as coı,ı[ lictsolviııg

term Barmazlı to describe all Sunnis living in Pertek, some Sunnis claim that

ıııı,t,lııııisırıs, tıııl il ılıt, 1ııılitit is:ııi< ııı tıl'ı,cligitıtıs idcııtities.
lıı tI ıis stırsc, tlıc lıirı,,,lilı iııstitırtioıı gıriııs rroticealıle importaırce. For

their roots are different from that of the Barmazlıs, 1he Hasananlı suırnis,

.,xıııılı| e, [ ıy ftırıııiııg kiradilı [ ıoııds witlr an Alevi family of high economic or

for instance, say that they originally came from the village of Hasanlr, in
the Hınıs region of Bingöl. According to this narrative, the Hasananlıs had

sıır:ial status, Suırıris could gain a strong foothold in the community.

initially settled in I nner Dersim, but could not withstand the pressure from

ııf'these hiruelile ties would eventua_lly expand. All Alevi families are coııırccıt,tl

Alevi tribes and were forced to migrate to areas with Barmazlı settlements.
Since Alevis widely use the term Barmazlı in the region, these differences

ıhrough patrilineal bonds to larger families in terms of the aşiret (tri[ ıc). 'llıcst.
t,xtended families are in contact with a large number of other familics ılırtııı1,I ı

among Sunnis bear no relevance in their daily interactions with Alevis. This

t

situation also points to a type of relationship long accepted by Sunnis. Such

cliınensional and complex tribal and talippir relations of Alevis wcrc

intracommuniq. differences are subidentities which, despite their impor_
tance, can only be identified 'from the inside' and reveal themselves only in
social relatioırs within the community (Gültekin 2010, pp. 155_.63).

ıll

coexistence and power Relations between Alevis and sunnis:

kiraelih Relations and cem ceremonies

Due to

ılıc strong aırd diverse social ties existing among Alevi communities, the sctıl,ıc

lıc ties of hiruelik or musahiplik '9 I n addition to such attachnıeırts,

t

I ıt, ıı ı ı ı l ı i
;ıl.s< ı

l;ıi

ıors determining the range of their social relationships. \ [ hen we coıısiclcr ılıııı
these relations existed in the close vicinity of places inhabited by Alevis, wc

can see that Sunnis' kiruelik ties greağ enriched their web of social

relati< _ııı

ships with the ma.iority. Religious faith is both the source of the kiruelih and
musahlplih relations and the basis of their enforcement. Therefore, the social
Processes emanating from these relations bore a certain consistenry, fouı] ded

\ ü/ ithin the borders of Tunceli, I estimate that Alevis constitute more than

on religion. Because of this, the influence that the Sunnis gained througlı thcı

90 per cent of the population. I n other words, the Alevis are 'in power'.

/ ziruelih institution was significant for them.

Nonetheless, this 'power' emanates from being the majority in demographic

The Sunnis living in the villages and hamlets of Pertek have very ınııcl,

terms, not in administrative terms. The unequal demographic distribution

adopted the concepts dominant in the social and religious lives of the Alcvi

of Alevis and Sunnis has led to relations of power tlıat have, throughout
history, varied in form and content. I n my view, [ ıotl,ı Alevis and Sunnis
have taken advantage of some religious institutioııs (sı,ıch as kiruelih re| a

tions and cern ceremonies) or authorities (such

ıs

piıs or babas)" for their

)9

Musahiplik is

a type of

fictive kinship, much like kiraelik. However, a Kurdish Alevi caıı < ıııly

be a musahip to another Kurdish Alevi. Accordingly, choosing a musahip from outside thc

community is impossible. I t is an obligatory institutionalised fictive kinship for all Kurd
ish Alevis cıeated through a brotherhood of two young unmarried male members of thc

community. Mıısahip families are to have stronger alliances with each other than with their
28

Similar to the talippir relations among Kuıdish Alevis, ılıt,rt, t,xists a müritbaba re| ation

actual blood relatives. For more information, see Çakmak (2013, pp. 4766),Deniz (2012,

ship among Kadiri Sunni communities. For more iııfiırııı;ııiıııı ctıırcerning the babas and

pp. 83101), Munzuroğlu (2012, pp.70_7| ), Gezik and Çalmak (2010, pp.

their müriıs among the Tunceli Sunnis, see Gültekin (2()l(), 1ılı. l4455).

Çem (20t1, pp.6870).
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ties together on the mutual basis of 'being members of the peasantry'.'[ lıis

(

attiilde and behaviour patterns

regarding various problems. This is precisely why the concept of Barmazh,

iıı

t, llı, ı,.ı,,(,ıı ııı.ıl,
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ılı.ıl

l

ılı,,5ııııııı,.

)t,ıriııı tıııı:lı
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1,1, 1| 1,,1 )ııııııı.ııı l,,ııılıiıt,.,ıı,| ıl,,, l(t,l,ıı1,1it tıl'liıı,lit,y, lı;ıs ııı;ıiııl:ıiıı,.,tl ils Alt'vi
ııı;ıjııı,iıy;ııııl itI t,ıııiıy_'llı,ır, ()ıı(,ııı:ıy tl:ıiııı tlı:ıt rlıt,gt,ııt,ı':ıl iııttr;ıctitıııs tıl'

wherc the product gains its exchaüıge value, have lır< ırıglıt 1I ıc twtı c()ııııııııı] i
| ıas resulted in the emergence of a common

i | | ı| | | ü,| ı| .| | t(ltl,, ()| l,,ılıı,,,,,l l,\ , 11,, ,.',,',,,

()ı)ıııı()ı,|

ııis tıı

lı:ıv,., lıt,,.,ıı

ıııııiııly witI ı tlıc Alcvi ıııajority. Shariııg

sııciıl, cctııı«ııııic ııııtl rcligirıııs spacc witlı

ııct:cı| ıt

t| ıc ırıı jority'.s

ıııtlırırity

tlre Alevis has led the

ı

Suıı

aııd iırstitutions.

L.vcn though t[ irditional relations have lost their relevance, due to the dis

for the Ale

sıılviırg coI lsequences of modernisation and politicisation3' influencing socio

vis ofTiınceli. Perhaps the unique examples of these relations are the shared

r.,ligiotıs relations, kiruelih has maintained its importance. Alevi customary

lıeliefs and rituals related to the existence of various practices of ziyaret,,'| '
religioussocial activities sometimes performed under the guidance of piıs,

lıw still organises and sustains local daily life. Evidence shows that Alevi law
lıııs gained legitimary in areas populated by Sunni majorities, stıc,lı ıs ülı.,
clistrict centre of Pertek. Even today, for many Sunni families / ıirııı,lil,toıı

aııcl soınetinıes babas, exist among Sunnis.

stitutes the basis of their inhabitation in rural settlements in I )cırtt,lr:ııı,l ılı,,

comparison to nonBarmazlı, carrİ es

sacred

to both

a more posİ tİ ve connotatİ on

Alevis and Sunnis. Furthermore, narratives

of common

Uı,ıti| tI ııı l970s, ırıutual contact between the communities was facilitated

surrounding areas.

ılıc lıasis ofAlevi religious structure, with the talippirinsti
ııııi()ıı, ()tı ()ıı(, lıııııd, ıııcl the Sunni communityleaders, known as'promi
ııt,ııı { .ııııili«,s', tııı 1lıt,otlrer. Of course, other religious figures were just as

Apart from hiruelih relations, Sunni communities have deve| opccl ııııtıılıt,ı
strategy around the socioreligious institutions (cem riua| s)32 of tlıc Alcvi

iııılııııü.ıııı .ıs ılıc, l,ırtııııinent amifies in Sunni communities: the babas.'I he
l,ıı, .ıııtl ılıç, lnlıııs pı,cserved the legitimary of intercommunity competition
.,ı,,l ,,,ııııııııııicaıiorr for centuries (Gültekin 2010, pp. 290302). The defects

ı:epublican era (after 1938). I n this way, they could pressure the problematic

ılıı,«,tı1,.lı llıt, rcııı,

iıı

ınajoriry which dominated daily life and wefe strongly reconsolidated iıı

th(,

individuals or groups through social and religious institutions whose efFec
tiveness far surpassed that of the state. Until this period, Alevi communities'

ılıı"I iııl< islı Republic's economic and social structure also contributed to
3' The last decades have witnessed largescale social transformations among Kurdish Alevis.

tlıt,ctıııtiııuation of such feudal actors and institutions.
Additionally, Sunnis did not opt to take advantage of the state institutions.

Over barely a quarter of a century they have expanded woıldwide, especially in

'ŞV'estern

'llris can also be understood as an indicator of their lack of trust towafds the

Europe. Their lifescyles have dramatically changed, they have faced forced evacuations, their

Tiırkish Republic. Considering the state's view of Tirrkishness and Sunnism

settlements have been mostly demolished, and their socioreligious organisations have been

ırs its founding elements, such an approach would have been wise for the

broken up. However, they are still able to maintain close contacts with their sacred and
beloved land, Dersim, Dersim is a powerful symbol, as well as a lively image of this cultural
identity. Then again, local Sunnis have also had to leave Tiınceli. They were associated with

"' f i,ırc refers to sacred places and holy ob.jects. The integration of natural elements into the

Tiırkish nationalism as well as I slamist movements by state policies. They gained strong

rt,ligioıı becomes visible in the ritual of jiare, which refers to visiting a holy place such

as

positions in public authorities, possessed economic networks and left behind the old mürit,

grıve of aholy pir, trees, mountains, rocks, caves, rivers, lakes, water sources and some

baba religious relations, which they call 'traditional'. As a result, the relations beween Alevis

lıı,ly ııbjects (relics) that are kept by holy lineages. Jiare cı| ts play an important role in
l(ıırdish Alevis'daily life. For more information about the sacred place cults of Kurdish

and Sunnis gradually weakened. See Gültckin (2010, pp. 135144).
3' Cem cerernonies in Dersim were practised once a year, during visits by piıs of rheir taliPs.

Alı,vis, see Gültekin (2004,2010,2020), Gezik and Çakmak (2010, pp. 9798), Çem

These times were also the chance for Sunnis, if they had any problems with their neighbours,

ı

lrt,

(.l{ )l

l, pp. 73I 0l) and Çakmak (2013, pp. 171.76).

to seek help from their religious authoriry. Scc Gültekin (2010, pp. 289395).
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(cx.,.ıııııııııııiı
punishable | ıy dlş/ ılnliif
ıııiıııı). 'llıcı,t,l,,ı,,, iıı :ııı ,,ııviırıırııı(ııı

.ııı(l (,(()ıı()ıııi, ı,,| .ııiıııı., ıı,ıılrııı,,,,ıl, ııilıı,s;ıııı| üııli/ ı lıilıt,s st,lı;ıı;ıır,ly.'liııı..ı.,li

where most of the populatioıı relıısccl ttı:ıcliıı«ıwlctlgc ı| ıt,s(ııı(,iı5 ıı ttı< ıl tıl

I .ıııtl ,,l'sıı.ı.,,l 1,1.ı..,s (jiıııi,ı), wlıicI ı ııı,c ılstı iııılıtırtaııt piI griırrıgc sitcs lİ ır
l(tırılislı Alt,vis ııı,l,ıy. At.'ııı..liııgly, Kurdislr AI evis still refer to tlris terri«ıry

titılı tı{ ııı iııtcıllııl issııc w:ıs

reference for resolving intracomnruırity ınatters, tlıc

Stıııııi ıııiıııırity apçıliecl

to those institutions that held power over the members of tlıe ınajority.

j]

For the Sunnis of Pertek, the Alevi majority's dominance has been more

limited when compared to the countryside, where the Sunni communi
ties rely on the A_[ evis' social structure. The relationship between Alevis

(lııııt,ı, l )t,ısiııı) is

,ıill ılı,, lı,,ııı,,l,ıııtl

< ıl tlıcsc z.,,,,rls. l;tıı,tlıcfııı()ı(,,

it is

ılıt,

,ı. 'sııcrccl lııııtl' (fıırıı [ )iyar iıı Kırırıaırcki). Today, Tiınceli is the only proviııe,.,
,,1'I iırl< ey where tlıe Kurc{ ish A_levi population holds the majoriry and sociıı| ly
tl< ıııı i ııates

Vith

without dispute.

the rising infuence of identity politics, especially the politicisııi«ııı

and Sunnis in the countryside reflects the social institutions of the Alevi

l)rocesses of A] evism in Turkey over the past decades, Tirnceli hııs c.,ııı.., ı,,

majority. I n contrast, the Sunnidominated official institutions and the

ılıe fore with its controversial historical past. Accordingly, as Zırlı slıııws iıı
()hapter 5 in this volume, the term Dersim has once agıiıı lıt,t,< ,ııı.,w,,ll

dominant traditional structure determine commercial and social life in the

district centres. This spatial difference came to the fore in various forms
in the 1970s.
Concluding Remarks

Until the early twentieth century, Dersim was an Ottoman principality. I t
wırs a vast area in eastern Anatolia, dominated mosdy by Kurdish
I t ctıvercd a cluster of Turkey's presentday eastern provinces,

Alevi tribes.

with the prov

iııcc of Tunceli almost at its centre. After the ottomansafavid wars, the

of silence. This time, it cırrrit:s tlıt, s} ,ııılı,ılı,
sigırificance of Alevism and Kurdishness with a uniquc ctlıııit itlı,ııııı1, ıı,
contemporary Tiırkey. Regarding the ongoing political aı,ıci ıııiliı,ıry .ıııı1,
gle between theTiırkish state and Kurdish nationalism, as wcl| ıs ılıc Alt,vi
l< nown, after a long period

ınovements' ongoing battle for formal recognition, discourses abotıt

l )t,ısiıı ı

have become more noticeable but also highly controversial. I n fact, as 7,ırlı

highlights in Chapter 5 in this volume, Dersim has become one of the

üıı()s1

contentious topics in contemPorary Tiırkish politics.

region's borders were redrawn several times due to administrative regula

Religious identities (both Alevi and Sunni) have been determiııaırt

tions. Eventually, it gained formal status in the nineteenth century and was

aspects of all other ethnic definitions in Tunceli for centuries. After thc

still renowned for its Kurdish A_[ evi tribes, who have always been a problem
for the state. For almost onehundred years, a period that ended with the

Tiırkish Republic's foundation, this differentiation resulted in the label
ling of national identities as Tirrk and Kurd. Nonetheless, Alevi and Sunni

| 93738largescale massacres in Tunceli, Kurdish Alevis gradually lost their

identities continue to form the main identiry borders for all forms of ethnic

dominance in the region.

belonging. Hence, the situation creates a unique social sphere to under

Yet, Tunceli, which could also be cailed I nner Dersjm, has always been

a historical and important religious centre for Kurdislı Alevi tribes. I t has
always been considered a sacred land as well as a stronghold.

Until

1938,

stand Alevism as a majoriry and dominant socioreligious identiry. Local
Sunnis in Tunceli are a minority,

as

Tirrks among Kurds and Sunnis among

Alevis; yet they possess a national (major and formal) sociopolitical iden
tity in Turkey.

33

Nonetheless, it must be stated that this 'locai Alevi powcr' is ııtıt rcI ated to political subordi

Regarding the A,levis' relations with the Sunni minoriry living among

nation. Sunni communities maintain their own interıral clıst()ınary laws, while they rely on

them, some Alevi religious institutions should be examined from this perspec

the cultural mechanisms of the dominant majority.

tive. As we see in the case of Sunnis who live in Pertek, the cem institutiont

|

lılllt ll(lıt',.ll{ 'ltııl lll| ıllı,l ı,, ,\ l, ı ı.. ıılıl1,, .ı., ı)lıü ( ılı,,ıı1,1ıı 'rlııılııı.ııı..ılı,ıı
.t| ı| ı' | ıı rı'ı'lı | ıl| 1,1l,.ıl , ıııı.,ıı| ı ı,ıltıııı., ıı
ııı.,, ,ııııl tllt1, ;111.
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lı'ı'l
:üs.\ iılıil:ıliV('lıııı, ıi,,ıı lııı 5ııııııı.. ( )ıı ılıı,5ııııııi lııııt| ı.ıliııt.ııl .\ ()tıllı(.| .ıı
'ııı
'liııı't'li, lirıııı (,lt'ıııişlit,z,,,li ıt, N"l.ızl,ııı, \ (ı,ıı(,Alt,vi
ıı,ilıt.s sıill ıt.ıııt.ııılıt.r tlıt.ir
'Stıııııi
Past'((iiillcliiıı 2,()l(), 1ılı. .ll'i.l ,Li')),.ıııtl ılıt.y tııl| < :ı[ ıtıııt (lıc ıııirııt:lcs tıl
rhe pirc who ınadc tlıc c< ıırvcı,sitııı
1ıtıssilılt..
Likewise, kiruelik iırstituti< ıı,ıs lı,.,twt,t,ıı ılıı. Alcvi maioriry aırd tlıe Sıınıri

minority may serve to show an alterüılıtivc wiıy of ] ookiırg at patronage rela
tions and Aİ evis' strategies of survival in Suırıridoıninated social spheres. For
example, it is commonly believed that Alevis have to hide their religious ideır

tity to maintain economic relations with Sunnis and not face suppression.
otherwise, they have to find strong alliances with those superior to them
in terms of political influence or economic powef. However, in the case of
Pertek, it appears that this common assessment is false. Alevis use the same
str:rtegy while patronising Sunnis. I n this way, they can manage the Sunnis'

wiclc ııetworks and official institutions.

As this case studyshows, due to their status as a majoriry in Tunceli,
Altvis lıave created hierarchical relations with minorities. Their religious
iıısıitıılitıırs aııd oral traditions have supported this superiority. Their eco
ıı< ııııic ııpportunities and securityrelated power relations, which they also
1ırtıvitle to sunnis, constituted strengthening points behind their major

ity. According to them, the sunnis'existence on'sacred lands'can only
bc possible due to an external factor, such as the state. According to the

kurdish A"levis of Dersim, local sunnis could either be settled as outsid
 or, in other words, Sunnified  Alevis. The Kadiri sect's
presence among the sunni minority explains their acceptance by Alevis
in this matter. Until their dominance came to an end, they ruled over the
ers or Tiırkified

minorities of Dersim. After the Tiırkish Republict victory, Kurdish Alevis
maintained patronage relations, bracing to become the majority of the local
population. The politicisation of identities such as Kurdishness (in rela

tion to leftism) and Tirrkishness (in relation to political I slam and Tiırkish
nationalism) significantly changed the relations between Alevis and Sunnis
in Tiınceli. This unique case needs to be exam.iırecl for a better understand
ing of Alevism.
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